
 

Umer Farooq 
 

PHP developer 
 

 

Objective: 
 
Looking forward to an opportunity for working in a self-motivated, energetic challenging environment 
where I can exploit my skills for development of my career and for the growth of the organization. 

 
Academic Qualification: 

 

Degree/certificate Year Board/University 

Bs(cs) 2016 Agricultural university of Peshawar 
   

DAE(electrical) 2011 Bise Peshawar 
   

Matric 2008 Bise Mardan 

   

 
Employers: 
 
Currently working as a PHP Web Developer in Code informatics Islamabad from start of May till 

present. 

 
Key Skills: 
 

 Hands on experience in Coding, Testing, Implementation/Maintenance Support in PHP 

and MySQL.


 Hands on experience in using Codeigniter Framework to develop a web application.


 Quick learner and eager to learn new technologies.


 Ability to create mock ups.


 OOPS PHP development.


 Integration Ability: Strong in understanding and integrating third party web services.


 Platforms: Windows Server.


 Client-side programming: JavaScript, AJAX, jQuery.


 Webserver installation & configuration: Apache.

 
Technical Skills: 
 

 Skills PHP5 & PHP7, MySQL, Code Igniter, Laravel, Smarty Template, C++, 

Ajax, jQuery, JavaScript, Angular js , HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, MS Office and MS 

power point.


 Operating Systems: Windows Enterprise.



 
 

 

Role & Contribution: 
 

 Development of reusable code.


 Development and implementation of Core functionality and support tools.


 Understand the business and functional requirements.


 Handled the CMS (Front End programming).


 Iterative testing and code reviews through development of the application.


 Integration Testing & debugging. 
 

 

Projects: 
 
 

1. Student Management System:  
In this project, we have made Student Permission Based Management System for CTS (code 

training services), Islamabad in HMVC pattern to manage different operations. The objective of this 

project is to computerize student’s record of CTS. In this system, we have multiple modules such as 

Student Management System, Requisition Management System, and Leave 

Management System. 

 

2. Leave Management System: 
 

There is a need to automate Leave application process. Currently all these processes and 

their data were either maintained in hard printed/handwritten copies, scattered in emails or 

excel sheets.  
The objective of those projects is to automate the internal business processes and maintain a  
database of all the records related to:  
Employee Leave Management 

 

Website_url: www.jimmyaja.com 

 

3. Cagetix:  
Cagetix is the first group sales service in the world to focus specifically on mixed martial 
arts, and the athletes who put it all on the line. By allowing consumers to target a specific 
athlete in a promotion, and awarding that athlete with a percentage of that ticket sale, 
you are able to put money directly into the pocket of the fighter that you have come  
To see this, coupled with ease of purchasing your ticket at home, and the security 
of trusted online processing, allow a victory both inside and outside of the cage. 

 

Website_url: www.cagetix.com 

 

4. SingaporeDeals4u:  
It is one of the best travel deals for Singapore site. It has Singapore best day tours & 
attractions, short stay in Singapore. Provide best prices of Singapore attraction tickets. 
Deliver tickets to your hotel and payment mode is cash on delivery as well as PayPal. 
The price is great due to package. Also provide free concierge service via sms & 
whatsApp to visitors in Singapore for services like information requests, meal options 
inquiring travel arrangements and more. 

 

Website_url: www.singaporedeals4u.com 

http://www.jimmyaja.com/
http://www.cagetix.com/
http://www.singaporedeals4u.com/


 
5. Saans:  

Saans is application to provide a platform allowing the availability of health care to the 
poor and needy public in the remote areas off the country. The essence is to create a 
software companion which would allow a physician to hold a virtual consultation with a 
patient unable to attend hospital due to environment and financial restraints. Saans is 
about the availability of quality specialist care provision to patients suffering with chronic 
ailments, requiring constant input from a physician. We endeavor to make the service 
available to the vast majority to suffer of lung disorders to allow them opportunity to 
imporove their health and make it possible for them to earn their desired place in the 
society.  
Website_url: www.saans.pk 

 
 

6. World Bank Group: 
The World Bank Group is one of the world’s largest sources of funding and knowledge for 
developing countries. Its five institutions share a commitment to reducing poverty, increasing 
shared prosperity, and promoting sustainable development.   
Website_url: http://www.worldbank.org 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Tools: 
 

 Dream viewer, Notepad++, Sublime 3, Sql Yog, PhpStorm Balsamic Mockup 3, Visual Studio.

 

Certifications: 

 

 Certification of PHP language from IT Trainer Mardan.

 Six month diploma of English language at IFA registered from British council.
 

 

Languages: 
 

 Pashto , Urdu , English (spoken and written)
 

Hobbies: 
 

 Playing Cricket, Reciting Holy Quran, Internet surfing.
 

PERSONAL INFORMATION:  

DOB:  14-May-1993 
CNIC NO: 16101-0538368-5 
Email umerfarooq_55@yahoo.com 
Cell no: 0313-8185151 
Address: Irum Colony Street no#1, House no#10, Near Railway Station, 
  Mardan  

(REFRENCES/ RELEVANT DOCUMENTS CAN BE PROVIDED ON DEMAND) 

http://www.saans.pk/
http://www.worldbank.org/


 


